2017 Appalachian Energy Summit
July 10-12, 2017

Monday, July 10, 2017
9:00-10:00am Shuttle van from Mountaineer to Plemmons Student Union
2:30-3:45pm Shuttle buses continuous loop Mountaineer → Greenwood Lot → Schaefer
5:00-6pm Shuttle buses continuous loop Schaefer Center → Holmes Convocation Center
6:30-7:30pm Shuttle buses continuous loop Holmes Convocation Center → Schaefer Center
9-10pm Buses to drive continuous loop Schaefer Center → Mountaineer → Greenwood Lot

Tuesday, July 11, 2017
6:30am Shuttle bus leaves to take Poster Judges and Student Poster Presenters to Plemmons Student Union
6:45-8:00am Shuttle buses continuous loop Mountaineer → Greenwood Lot → College St. Circle
8:00-9:00am Shuttle buses continuous loop College St. Circle → Schaefer Center
11:00am – 12:30pm Shuttle buses continuous loop Schaefer Center → College St. Circle
6:00-7:15pm Shuttle buses continuous loop College St. Circle → Schaefer Center
8:00-8:30am Shuttle buses continuous loop Schaefer Center → Mountaineer → Greenwood Lot

Wednesday, July 12, 2017
6:45-8:30am Shuttle buses continuous loop Mountaineer → Greenwood Lot → College St. Circle
7:30-8:30am Shuttle buses continuous loop College Street Circle → Schaefer Center
11:30am-12:15pm Shuttle buses continuous loop Schaefer Center → College St. Circle
1:30-3:30pm Shuttle buses continuous loop College St. Circle → Mountaineer → Greenwood Lot